
AN ANALYSIS OF THE ANCIENT CHINA INNOVATIONS

The history of science and technology in China is both long and rich with many The four Great Inventions of ancient
China: the compass, gunpowder, .. he says , meaning that the patient survived for a period of time after the operation.

Drawing of an early Mongolian soldier lighting a rocket. The Chinese scientists discovered the gunpowder in
AD through the combination of charcoal, sulfur, and saltpeter. It also appeared as ceremonial and symbolic
jade weapon at around the same time, two being dated from about BC, are found at the Lingjiatan site in
Anhui. Philosopher Robert Todd Carroll , a member of the Skeptics Society, deemed acupuncture a
pseudoscience because it "confuse s metaphysical claims with empirical claims". It was made up of tiny
needles that were made of magnetized steels Benn,  The counter-force, required to set a rocket in motion, was
produced by ignited gunpowder, which is actually another Chinese invention. A[ edit ] Bronze mirror of the
Sui Dynasty â€” showing the twelve divisions of the Chinese zodiac , the latter of which goes back to the
Warring States period â€” BC in China Acupuncture : Acupuncture, the traditional Chinese medicinal practice
of inserting needles into specific points of the body for therapeutic purposes and relieving pain, was first
mentioned in the Huangdi Neijing compiled from the 3rd to 2nd centuries BC Warring States period to Han
Dynasty. During the 11th century, the growth of the iron industry caused vast deforestation due to the use of
charcoal in the smelting process. It is also described by Sunzi in his Art of War. This triggers the release of a
small ball held by a dragon that faces the direction of the epicenter of the tremor. Paper, Toilet Paper, Paper
Money, and the Menu The invention of paper allowed the invention of the other three helpful things
mentioned here. In the 9 th century AD the Chinese started using paper to print money. Alcohol The research
by University of Pennsylvania claimed that the Chinese might have been the first nation to discover
fermentation and distillation processes used to create alcohol. Chinese alcoholic rice wine containers. The
post-Liangzhu ploughs used draft animals. One modern historian writes that in late Ming courts, the Jesuits
were "regarded as impressive especially for their knowledge of astronomy, calendar-making, mathematics,
hydraulics, and geography. The ancient writing surfaces before the invention of the paper included the tortoise
shells, bones, and bamboo slips. It is thus appropriate to state that the paper currency is the greatest ancient
China invention of all times. Chinese compass of the Han dynasty. One question that has been the subject of
debate among historians has been why China did not develop a scientific revolution and why Chinese
technology fell behind that of Europe. The Jesuit China missions of the 16th and 17th centuries introduced
Western science and astronomy, then undergoing its own revolution, to China. It shows the diversity of the
human experience. At the end of the Tang Dynasty, gunpowder was being used in military affairs. According
to the records, it was made in AD , during the Tang dynasty. It is a very essential invention that made China to
have an upper hand against her enemies in war with the improved gunpowder weaponry. The Chinese
introduced the compass to Europe in the 14th century for use. In the 12th and 13th centuries, gunpowder
spread to the Arab countries, then Greece, other European countries, and finally all over the world. At the time
people were making tools in Guanyindong Cave, the Denisovansâ€”ancestors to Homo sapiens and relative
contemporaries to Neandertals elsewhere in the worldâ€”roamed East Asia. It incorporated the use of a
differential gear in order to apply equal amount of torque to wheels rotating at different speeds, a device that is
found in all modern automobiles. Sinologist Nathan Sivin has argued that China indeed had a scientific
revolution in the seventeenth century and that we are still far from understanding the scientific revolutions of
the West and China in all their political, economic and social ramifications. The carpenter's manual Yingzao
Fashi , published in during the medieval Chinese Song dynasty described the brick making process and
glazing techniques then in use. About years later, this moveable-type technique spread to other countries and
advanced the development of world civilization.


